Quarter-finals
Sanfrecce Hiroshima - Al-Ahly SC  1:2 (1:1)

Goals scored:
ELSAYED HAMDI (AHL) 15', Hisato SATO (HIR) 32', Mohamed ABOUTRIKA (AHL) 57'

Sanfrecce Hiroshima (JPN)
[ 1] Shusaku NISHIKAWA (GK) (-8')
[ 4] Hiroki MIZUMOTO
[ 6] Toshihiro AOYAMA
[ 8] Kazuyuki MORISAKI
[11] Hisato SATO (C)
[14] Mihael MIKIC
[15] Yojiro TAKAHAGI
[24] Ryota MORIWAKI (-46' HT)
[27] Kohei SHIMIZU (-82')

Substitutes:
[ 2] HWANG Seokho (+46' HT)
[ 9] Naoki ISHIHARA
[13] Takuya MASUDA (GK) (+8')
[16] Satoru YAMAGISHI (+82')
[18] Ryuichi HIRASHIGE
[20] Hirokori ISHIKAWA
[21] Yutaro HARA (GK)
[22] Tsubasa YOKOTAKE
[25] Junya OSAKI
[30] Shinya TSUJIO
[33] Tsukasa SHIOTANI
[35] Koji NAKAJIMA

Coach Hajime MORIYASU (JPN)

Al-Ahly SC (EGY)
[ 1] Sherif EKRAMY (GK)
[14] Hossam GHALY (C) (-34')
[15] GEDO
[18] ELSAYED HAMDI (-71')
[19] Abdalla SAID
[23] Mohamed NAGUIB
[24] AHMED FATHI
[25] Hossam ASHOUR

Substitutes:
[ 2] Saadeldin SAAD
[ 3] Ramy RABIA
[ 4] Sherif ABDELFADEEL
[ 5] Shehab AHMED
[ 8] Mohamed BARAKAT (+80')
[ 9] EMAD METEAB
[16] Mahmoud ABOU ELSEOUD (GK)
[17] Sayed MOAWAD
[22] Mohamed ABOUTRIKA (+34')
[26] Dominique DA SYLVA
[27] TREZEGUET (+71')

Cautions:
Walid SOLIMAN (AHL) 12', Kazuyuki MORISAKI (HIR) 35', Hossam ASHOUR (AHL) 45'+1, TREZEGUET (AHL) 79', Wael GOMAA (AHL) 81'

Expulsions:

Additional time:
First half: 5 min., second half: 2 min.
### Game Statistics

**Quarter-finals**

Sanfrecce Hiroshima - Al-Ahly SC 1:2 (1:1)

# 3 9DEC2012 19:30 Toyota / Toyota Stadium / JPN

Att.27,314

#### Sanfrecce Hiroshima (JPN)

- **Shots / Shots on Goal:** 11 / 6
- **Fouls:** 11
- **Corner Kicks:** 5
- **Direct Free Kicks to Goal:** 0
- **Indirect Free Kicks to Goal:** 0
- **Penalty Kicks/Converted:** 0 / 0
- **Offsides:** 6
- **Own Goals:** 0
- **Cautions:** 0
- **Expulsions due to Second Caution:** 0
- **Direct Expulsions:** 0
- **Ball Possession:** 52%
- **Actual playing time:** 29

#### Al-Ahly SC (EGY)

- **Shots / Shots on Goal:** 8 / 3
- **Fouls:** 16
- **Corner Kicks:** 0
- **Direct Free Kicks to Goal:** 0
- **Indirect Free Kicks to Goal:** 0
- **Penalty Kicks/Converted:** 0 / 0
- **Offsides:** 6
- **Own Goals:** 0
- **Cautions:** 4
- **Expulsions due to Second Caution:** 0
- **Direct Expulsions:** 0
- **Ball Possession:** 48%
- **Actual playing time:** 29

### Substitutes

- **Substitutions:** 2 Hawang DF 45 1/3
- **Substitutions:** 13 Masuda GK 82 2
- **Substitutions:** 16 Yamagishi MF 8

### Totals

- **Substitutions:** 1 Nishikawa GK 8
- **Substitutions:** 4 Mizumoto DF 90 1/3
- **Substitutions:** 5 Chiba DF 90
- **Substitutions:** 9 AOYAMA MF 90
- **Substitutions:** 10 KJ Morrisaki MF 90
- **Substitutions:** 11 SATO (C) FW 90 1 2/3
- **Substitutions:** 14 Mikic MF 90 0/1
- **Substitutions:** 15 Takahagi MF 90 2/2
- **Substitutions:** 24 MORIWAki DF 45 2 2
- **Substitutions:** 26 SHIMIZU MF 82 1/1

### Match events

- **8’ in MASUDA, out Nishikawa**
- **12’ in Hisato SATO, out SOLIMAN**
- **15’ in Waleed SOLIMAN, out ELSAYED HAMDI**
- **32’ in Kazuyuki MORISAKI, out SHIMIZU**
- **34’ in Aboutrika, out GHALY**
- **35’ in Trezeguet, out ELSAYED HAMDI**
- **45+1 in Mohamed ABOUTRIKA, out ASHOUR**
- **46’ in YAMAGISHI, out SHIMIZU**

**Substitutes:**

- **8’ in BARAKAT, out ELSAYED HAMDI**
- **22’ in Aboutrika, out ASHOUR**
- **27’ in TREZEGUET, out ASHOUR**

**Totals:**

- 2 1 3/8
- 16 11 4

---

**Pos:** Position  
**Min:** Minutes played  
**FC:** Fouls committed  
**PK:** Penalty kicks (goals/shots)  
**GK:** Goalkeeper  
**GS:** Goals scored  
**GA:** Goals against  
**DF:** Defender  
**R:** Red card  
**G:** Captain  
**GK:** Goalkeeper  
**GS:** Goals scored  
**GA:** Goals against  
**DF:** Defender  
**R:** Red card  
**G:** Captain  

**2Y=R:** Expulsion due to second caution

---